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ABSTRACT
Archivists are inextricably bound to records creators, subjects, and donors not only
through the work they do to ensure the preservation and access of these records but
through their affective relationships with each of these groups. Managing archival
collections about grief, trauma, and death form part of the career trajectories of some
practicing archivists, but we leave little space in the academic curriculum, and the
profession, to acknowledge how this exposure to traumatic materials affects archival
processes, workflows, and each other.
In this essay, I highlight a case study about suspended grief. Suspended grief is
the doubled grief experienced and witnessed by an archivist who is undergoing
simultaneous personal grief and secondary trauma while processing archival collections
about traumatic events and experiences. This article explores the affective impact of
grieving for the forcibly disappeared and how this type of grieving may look differently
from grieving the loss of someone who was not forcibly disappeared. The author makes
recommendations on how the framework for radical empathy can help inform archivists’
work on collections about trauma, death, and grieving.
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hace mal que no podás sacar los pies de la tristeza /
aunque es tristeza que besa la mano que empuñó el fusil y triunfó /
y tiene corazón y guarda en su corazón una mujer y un hombre pasando como
tigres por el cielo del sur /
una mujer y un hombre como tigres enjaulados en la memoria del sur /
besando hijitos que nunca más van a crecer /
compañeros que nunca más van a crecer y ahora cosen la tierra al aire1

INTRODUCTION
This year marks the 46th anniversary of the Argentine military coup d’état that put a farright military dictatorship in control of the country for seven years. Though the
government took the official name of “Process of National Reorganization,” this period is
perhaps best known as the Dirty War (1976–1983), a violent period in the country’s
history that resulted in the kidnapping, detention, torture, and murder of thousands of
activists, militants, trade unionists, students, and journalists. Argentina’s Dirty War was a
direct manifestation of Operation Condor (1968–1989), a United States-sponsored
campaign that provided intelligence operations and military support to right-wing military
groups and dictatorships in many parts of the Southern Cone to neutralize Communist,
populist, nationalist, and socialist groups. As a result, the Argentine junta conducted acts
of terrorism against its own citizens largely through the tactic of disappearance which
involved targeting individual citizens, raiding their homes, kidnapping and detaining them
in clandestine detention centers, torturing, and murdering them at the hands of military
death squads. A report authored shortly after the end of the dictatorship by the National
Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP) estimated that 8,961
individuals were disappeared between 1976 to 1983, 2 though human rights groups
estimate a much larger figure of about 30,000.3
Among those forcibly detained were pregnant women and families with small
children. Pregnant women were forced to give birth in detention centers. Most women
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who gave birth in these centers were murdered shortly thereafter. Approximately 500
babies were either born in captivity or taken as young children from their detained
mothers and fathers and given to infertile couples who were sympathetic to or allies of
the military dictatorship. Despite the fall of the Argentine dictatorship 39 years ago, the
effort to reunite families continues today.
Due in part to investigative efforts of human rights organizations such as the
Abuelas de la Plaza de Mayo, there are a growing number of children (now adults) that
have been identified and reunited with their biological family members.4 Since I began
writing this article in 2016, the number of “stolen babies” found has risen from 119 to
130.5

ARGENTINA’S DIRTY WAR (1976–1983) IN THE JUAN GELMAN PAPERS
The first fact that I learned about Juan Gelman is that he was a smoker. I distinctly
remember opening the shipping boxes that contained his papers and being met with the
unique combined odor of cigarettes and stored humidity. These two smells felt familiar
to me as they might feel familiar to all archivists who work to arrange and describe
materials that have been stored in boxes for many years or decades. As I got to know
Gelman through his records, it became increasingly apparent to me why there was a need
to keep these materials safe, but to keep them put away in sealed boxes.
One of the first questions a processing archivist asks herself when unpacking a
new archival collection is: Is there a working original order? In Gelman’s papers, there was
an immediate and apparent order, but it was one unlike I had never witnessed before.
Ten of the twenty boxes reflected material an archivist would expect to receive from a
poet’s papers, such as collections of poetry, drafts, loose notes, and correspondence. The
boxes were neatly labeled with printouts of full-page descriptions that were affixed to
each box.
The other ten boxes were marked with the word “Investigación” and contained
testimonials, legal documents and correspondence, and the names of clergy members
and members of the Argentine military. As I unpacked the materials, I slowly learned the
second fact about Gelman. These ten boxes contained records relating to multiple human
rights campaigns that Gelman, together with his partner, Mara La Madrid, organized to
uncover the truth behind what happened to Gelman’s son, Marcelo, and his pregnant
daughter-in-law, María Claudia Iruretagoyena. I learned that Marcelo and María Claudia,
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who was seven months pregnant at the time, were two of the thousands of desaparecidos
who were kidnapped by the Argentine military regime, and their baby was one of the 500
children who were taken from their families.

What Does Grieving for the Forcibly Disappeared Look Like?
Gelman’s search for truth and the pressure he put on the Argentine and Uruguayan
governments to expose the fate of his deceased and missing family members is evidenced
in his archival collection. His papers include 164 3.5-inch floppy disks that contain
Microsoft Word documents and email files dated between 1995–2004 that detail
conversations Gelman had with other human rights activists, lawyers, forensic
anthropologists, and victims of torture. 6 In both the digital and paper-based files are
Gelman’s documented efforts to work with other human rights groups like the
aforementioned Abuelas de la Plaza de Mayo and the Equipo Argentino de Antropología
Forense (EAAF) to prosecute the murderers of his son and daughter-in-law. There are also
files relating to Gelman’s search for his missing grandchild, Macarena, whom he
successfully found living in Uruguay in 2000.
What I understood immediately while I inventoried the collection is that Marcelo
and María Claudia’s disappearances altered Gelman’s life in a deeply profound way;
details of both of their disappearances are scattered throughout the entirety of his
archive, not just the “Investigación” boxes. For example, court documents and appeals to
judges about his son’s case were in folders and boxes titled “Obras” or “Escritos sueltos”
(“Works” and “Loose drafts”) that were reserved for his creative work. In a “drafts” folder
for a book of poetry Gelman published, I found an unpublished letter to his son. In the
letter, Gelman addressed Marcelo directly and updated him about his own investigation
to find Marcelo’s remains.
Gelman utilized the format of open letters often in his work and in Interrupciones
(1986) published a series of short poems titled “Carta abierta.” In “Carta abierta XIII,”
Gelman communicates his mourning directly to his audience, which include his readers;
his mother, who died in 1982; and his disappeared son, daughter-in-law, and grandchild.
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have you come and I don't see you? / where
are you hidden? / will nothing ever distract me
from you at last?7
There is significant weight in the last part of the quote above: will nothing ever
distract me from you at last? With it, Gelman offers readers a glimpse into his survivor’s
guilt and possibly his regret. His political activism and his involvement with various groups
such as the Partido Comunista de la Argentina (PCA), the Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias (FAR), and the Montoneros, made him a political target and forced him
into exile in early 1976. Later that same year, Marcelo and María Claudia were kidnapped;
though it is unclear whether they were targeted because of Juan Gelman’s political
activities or their own. In other “Carta abierta” poems, Gelman reveals that his mother
died while he was living in exile before he was able to secure permission to return to
Argentina.
Gelman utilized the format of open letters as sobering confessional pieces. In
“Carta abierta XVII” he addressed his reader directly and confessed what he knows about
his disappeared son, daughter-in-law, and grandchild. He starts,
el 26 de agosto de 1976 mi hijo marcelo ariel y su mujer, claudia, encinta,
fueron secuestrados en buenos aires por un comando militar.
el hijo de ambos nació y murió en el campo de concentración.8
In this open letter, Gelman assumed his grandchild died in a concentration camp. But on
December 23, 1998 (actually written on April 15, 1995), Gelman published an epilogue
titled, “Carta abierta a mi nieto o nieta,” in Brecha, a daily newspaper publication in
Montevideo, Uruguay. In the letter, he revealed what he learned of his son’s
disappearance and grandchild’s birth. In 1990, Gelman found his son’s remains with the
help of the Equipo Argentino de Antropología Forense. The letter reveals gruesome
details of Marcelo’s demise: Marcelo was shot at close range on the back of the head
about a month after he was kidnapped. His remains were subsequently thrown into a
200-liter oil barrel filled with cement and sand. The oil barrel was then thrown in the San
Fernando River where it was recovered decades later. The whereabouts of María
Claudia’s remains are still unknown. I know these details because they are collectively
scattered, told and re-told, throughout the archive. Not only are pieces of these facts
present throughout the archive, they are found repeatedly in copies of the same
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documents and similar but different records that are filed and organized in distinct
folders.
I detail this to answer the following questions: What does grieving for the forcibly
disappeared look like? What does this type of grieving look like in the archives that are
created by those in search of their disappeared loved ones? The multiple copies of records
present in Juan Gelman’s archival collection that tell and retell the stories of Marcelo,
María Claudia, and Macarena were presumably created to gain national and international
attention to prosecute those responsible for committing acts against humanity. But these
records are also demonstrative of grieving for those who were forcibly disappeared. This
archival collection, besides being an archival collection of an internationally acclaimed
Latin American poet, is as Michelle Caswell defines, a human rights archive that was
created as a response to grief, an instillation of hope, and because of a lack of an official
government record. 9 There is something to be named and recognized about the
perpetuation of sustained trauma by family members who lose a loved one through
forced disappearance. Gelman’s poetry was forever shaped by his personal loss and can
arguably be considered a response to the archival imaginary. The concepts of the archival
imaginary and imaginary records help broaden the definition of human rights
documentation to understand the affective needs of human rights survivors and victims’
families since the archival imaginary always holds a promise of something that is
withheld. 10 All disappeared persons become subjects of the archival imaginary since
victims’ families are left to speculate if the victims are still alive, if they suffered, and
where their bodies are. In Say Nothing, a book about The Troubles (1968–1998) in
Northern Ireland, Patrick Radden Keefe helps draw a parallel to the phenomena of
grieving for the disappeared. Radden Keefe details that after years of silence, family
members felt “relief, if not catharsis, in being able to speak openly with others about the
enduring trauma of this kind of loss,” some of who describe the persistent loss in stages
from feeling a nagging sense of uncertainty, a refusal of not moving on (i.e., “she had
refused to change the linens of her son’s childhood bed”), to accepting that their loved
one is dead, but being unaccepting of not having a grave to go to.11
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Imagined records retain their psychological power over time through the lack of
official documentation and/or admission of involvement by the perpetrator (i.e., state or
other government-sponsored groups) and the sense of ambiguous loss. This ambiguous
loss may alter or prolong the grieving period of family members; several studies attempt
to link ambiguous loss experienced by relatives of victims of human rights abuses to
prolonged grief disorder (PGD).12 In Gelman’s case, we see both an instantiated archive
in response to the archival imaginary in his “Carta abierta” poems, “Carta abierta a mi
nieto o nieta,” and a prosecutorial archive as evidenced in the court documents and legal
correspondence he had with lawyers in an effort to bring those who committed crimes
against humanity to justice.

What Does Witnessing the Grieving for the Forcibly Disappeared Feel Like?
As the processing archivist for Gelman’s papers, the best way I can describe the
collection’s affective impact is through the process of experiencing and witnessing grief
in suspension. The act of suspension—to be catapulted, jostled, and thrown from one
place to another—is the closest to what I affectively experienced while processing the
Gelman papers. Every time I found documents about the ongoing human rights
investigations in places Gelman reserved for his creative work, I was catapulted from
whatever thematic content I was working on and immediately placed back into the
heaviness of Gelman’s grief. Records that document grief demand a certain affective
urgency from those who bear witness to their evidence. Much like how archivists have
reported experiencing secondary grief or vicarious trauma as they process emotionally
taxing collections,13 these documents demanded my pause both intellectually in terms of
whether I should re-organize them in folders and boxes that best matched their content,
and emotionally; each instance demanded my affective response and care. What I was
able to infer from the existing original order is that grief over the disappeared can
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manifest in the way I detail above—living, working, attempting to be otherwise
purposeful but in what feels like perpetual and suspended mourning—without evidence
or an official story to anchor grief. Mara La Madrid, who was both the donor of the archive
and partial record creator, tried to order the papers in a way that separates the human
rights investigations from Gelman’s work as a poet. However, what is also apparent is the
overflow of grief onto all facets of the archive. The original order of the archive is a
cathartic demonstration of evidential suspended grief lived, re-lived, re-experienced, and
re-consulted in the absence of closure in facts, truth, and justice. With suspended grief,
the grieving period is warped and stretched for those who cannot put a bookend to their
loved one’s life. The grief that is located as evidence in the records themselves is reexperienced by the record creator or donor every time they revisit the records and
experienced vicariously by the archivist and the user who are left to interpret their
meaning.

SUSPENDED GRIEF AND THE AFFECTIVE WEB OF MUTUAL LOSS
In preparing to relive processing the Juan Gelman papers for this article, I looked through
the Photo Album feature on my phone. I took photographs of the shipment on the day it
arrived in order to transcribe the page-long descriptions comfortably back at my
workstation. As I scrolled back to fall 2015 in my Photo Album, I realized something for
the first time. There, before and after the photographs I had taken of Gelman’s boxes,
were screenshots of conversations and photographs I had with my friend Marcy. Marcy
suffered a terrible car accident that had left her in a medically induced coma for months
before her family decided to take her off life support. I do not remember the exact date
she had her car accident or the exact date she was taken off life support, though my
phone tells me that it happened between September and November 2015. What I do
remember is feeling desperate and asking the universe, God, all the powers that govern
our human lives, to save Marcy.
About halfway through processing the analog portion of Gelman’s papers, and
less than two months after Marcy passed away, Heidi, my ex-partner, the person who had
just accompanied me on a cross-country road trip from California to New Jersey to
relocate for my position, died after a sudden illness.
Like the grieving I witnessed in the Gelman archive, the best way I can describe
grieving alone is like grieving in suspension—lacking the proper community to grieve,
process, and mourn with as a congregational act. In pursuit of securing a permanent
archives position, I left my home base in California because that is frequently expected
from early career archivists if they wish to get ahead in this profession. I said yes to my
dream job of working on the manuscript and personal papers collections of Latin
American writers, but I also said yes to a job that plucked me out of my home and
community. Little did I know that months after I started the job, I would need the support
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of my community like never before. When Heidi died, I was so new at my job that I had
not accrued enough vacation or sick time to attend her funeral.

How Does It Feel to Process an Archive About Grief and Trauma When You Are
Simultaneously Also Grieving?
I can say that without the comfort of family and mutually grieving friends nearby,
processing the Gelman archive while I was undergoing my own grief process felt like the
closest approximation to comfort. Like Gelman, I was far away from my family and friends
when I was grieving, and I connected with what I inferred was his alienation and
loneliness. I found a deep solace and catharsis in our mutual grieving as I sat with his
thoughts, his poetry about his murdered family, and his unwavering fight for justice in
their names. His archive gave me much needed purpose and occasional escape from my
own grieving to focus on his and Mara La Madrid’s grieving. But I can also say that there
were days that the mutual grieving experience felt too heavy to bear; there were days I
moved like molasses through files and paused over particularly painful revelations in the
archive. The emotional processing of suspended grief certainly became part of the
process of archival processing—processing the entire collection from start to finish took
about a year and a half to complete, which is a comparably long time to spend on a 30linear-foot (and 5,060 born-digital folders) collection.

How Can Archivists Utilize the Framework of Radical Empathy to Work on
Collections About Trauma, Death, and Grieving?
Previous to Michelle Caswell and Marika Cifor’s framework of radical empathy in archives,
there was little in the archival literature that engaged archivists’ affective responsibilities
and relationships to record creators, subjects, users, communities, and donors, and even
less so in relation to grief and death. In 2009, Geoff Wexler and Lisa Long wrote that
archivists have a responsibility not just to records creators, but to widows and widowers,
lovers and partners, siblings, relatives, and friends.14 Although Caswell and Cifor originally
did not include donors in the four affective relationships, others in the profession have
made space to include this important relationship in the framework.15
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In Western, European-based cultures, the subjects of grieving and death are
avoided as much as possible; however, archivists are constantly reckoning with these life
events because we often work with record creators who are near the end of their careers,
lives, or donors who have recently lost a loved one.16 In academic curricula and discourse,
there are few opportunities to prepare future archivists on how to navigate donor
relationships, work with grieving donors, or balance emotionally taxing work with the
technical. In our professional discourse, we are still questioning and dismantling our
feigned responsibility to neutrality and have just begun to center our affective
responsibilities on the very humans we encounter as donors, record creators and
subjects, users, and communities. With a framework that centers a feminist ethic of care,
Caswell and Cifor ask, “What happens when we scratch beneath the surface of the veneer
of detached professionalism and start to think of recordkeepers and archivists less as
sentinels of accountability… and more as caregivers, bound to records creators, subjects,
users, and communities through a web of mutual responsibility?”17
To process my own grief and the grief evidenced in the Gelman papers, I relied
heavily on centering the relationships I engaged with the record creator, Juan Gelman;
the record subjects, Marcelo and María Claudia; and, particularly, the donor, Mara La
Madrid.
La Madrid’s own existing grief over her husband’s recent loss tied me directly to
her as someone who had also just experienced the loss of a partner. Caswell and Cifor
write that archivists have “an affective responsibility to engage in radical empathy with
others, seen and unseen.”18 This “seen” and “unseen,” represents the act of seeing what
has traditionally been unrepresented in official government efforts and rights-based
approaches to human rights reparative work, and in the context of our standard practices,
archival description practices. In our traditional archival canon, the lives and stories of
those who have been the least surfaced are those of women, poor people, Indigenous
people, Black and Brown people, and other people of color. We are also terrible at
acknowledging spouses and partners—their role, impact, and influence on the lives of
those whose records we deem notable enough to collect. In enacting a feminist ethic of
care, who I saw was La Madrid and the role and impact she had on the creation and care
of the human rights portion of the archive.
La Madrid and Gelman married in 1992, making her Gelman’s second wife and
not the biological mother of Gelman’s two children. Together with Gelman she published
a tome of first-person testimonies they collected from the children of disappeared
parents titled, Ni el flaco perdón de Dios / Hijos de desaparecidos. As I processed Gelman’s
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papers, it was evident that Mara not only encouraged him, but was instrumental in
leading the human rights investigations that led to the discovery of Gelman's missing
grandchild, Macarena. Acknowledging this, I did my best to highlight La Madrid’s
contributions to the archive and made sure she was “seen” in various fields of the finding
aid including the collection-level Abstract, Biography/History, and Scope and Content
notes and the Scope and Content notes at the series/subseries levels.

Addressing Precarity and Tendency Towards Efficiency in the Archival Profession
and How These Impact Care
Had I not been going through my own grief process would I have processed the collection
differently? Would I have been more efficient, timewise? I do not feel comfortable
affirming this, but I do believe that because of the subject matter and my affective
connection to the record creators, donor, and subjects, I took extra care and time to
ensure that we (archivists working in a US-based repository) honored the materials and
the stories they evidence. As detailed elsewhere, our profession’s nascent digital
accessioning and processing practices threatened to cause major erasures in the
collection’s folder and file names when I sought advice on troubleshooting issues with
Spanish diacritics.19 Indeed, that case study was a call for archivists to prioritize ethical
responsibilities over efficiency and to question current best practices, but it was also an
enacted and affective demonstration of care for the relationships these materials
document to ensure that we (archivists) do no harm in a situation where so much harm
had already occurred. If I was not as affectively connected to the content, did not read
Spanish, or had handed this portion of the work to another colleague who did not have
the opportunity to get to know the sensitivities of the material, would we have been more
likely to commit more harm to these records? Possibly.
How can we as a profession be better about centering our affective relationships
with each of these groups and be better about recognizing the emotional impact our
profession demands of us? I mentioned earlier that I had not accumulated enough
vacation time to attend Heidi’s funeral, though I was fortunate enough to have been able
to ask for bereavement time off from work. Had I been on a contract or hourly position,
as so many colleagues in the profession, would I have access to bereavement benefits?
Would I have had to take time off without pay? At best, I would have had to make up the
hours I did not work so that my financial well-being was not adversely impacted. If I had
the pressure of meeting a grant deadline or been on a term position, would I have been
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able to affectively and carefully do my work to ensure that our preservation and
descriptive practices did not introduce harmful workarounds for the sake of efficiency?
We must acknowledge how the pervasive precarity in our profession directly impacts
individuals who may be experiencing suspended grief or secondary trauma. In 2019, a
Canadian study on archivists who reported to have experienced secondary trauma
identified several barriers to accessing support services that include organizational
culture, workplace precarity, and stigma associated with admitting to being emotionally
affected at work.20
Lastly, I was able to lean on my colleagues as my surrogate family and support
system during this difficult time. Without them, my day-to-day would have surely felt
bleaker and less manageable. This is one of the reasons why it was so important for the
speakers of the 2017 Society of American Archivists panel, “Radical Empathy in Archival
Practice,” to name the fifth relationship, of archivist to archivist, as part of the affective
relationships we must manage. I cannot fathom to think of how isolating it might have
felt to grieve and work on a collection about grief as a lone arranger with no one else
nearby. I was able to get through this difficult time because I was given certain privileges
that I know are not in place for all archivists. These affordances and considerations are
necessary to help archivists process their own grief or vicarious trauma experienced while
processing emotionally difficult collections.

CONCLUSION
Our work as archivists inextricably binds us in our affective relationships to record
creators, donors, subjects, users, communities, and each other, and we should ground
the work we do in the relationships we build with each of these groups. At the root of
what we do as archivists is the preservation and documentation of relationships. What
we preserve and provide access to is the evidence and documentation of relationships
between people, and peoples’ relationships with organizations and institutions; the
“stuff” itself is merely the artifact that allows us glimpses of what these relationships were
like. Our services and spaces are dependent on the relationships we invest in with our
donors and the users and communities we want to reach. With radical empathy, we place
less focus on the records themselves and centralize our relationships with the records’
creators, subjects, users, and communities, and each other as archivists.21
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As archivists and collecting repositories work to not only respond to, but in some
cases help document, traumatic events and human rights violations like mass shootings,
racially motivated police brutality, #metoo, the incarceration of underage children and
under-documented families, and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, more research
focused on the affective impact of our work is necessary to help guide course offerings,
services, and training on the subject. Much like a curator is expected to have a subject
background in the area she collects, archivists (and curators) should be required to have
training or coursework that focuses on the process of emotional attachment, grieving,
and its traumatic effect on people. The Sloan, Vanderfluit, and Douglas study on
secondary trauma found that the emotional effects of working with people—creators,
subjects, and users of records—require training for archivists and education around how
to work sensitively and respectfully with people and records in difficult situations.22 How
can job descriptions and responsibilities better reflect archivists’ affective relationship
building as a central responsibility? Moreover, the profession needs to also acknowledge
how an archivist’s own affective connection or identity to documented communities can
positively help shape the ways in which archivists can be better stewards and care
providers to donors, records creators, subjects, users, and communities.
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Sloan, Vanderfluit, and Douglas, “Not ‘Just My Problem to Handle’: Emerging Themes on
Secondary Trauma and Archivists,” 20.
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